creating conversations

little book on communication

little books from iris coatings

whilst all information is considered correct at the time of going to press, iris coatings ltd
cannot be held responsible for any actions taken as a result of the content of these books.
topics currently covered are google, brand, the internet, human resources (HR), information
technology (IT) and communication. look out for more books in the future.
for more information on any of these books, please get in touch with the iris team.

so what is communication then?

(com•mu•ni•ca•tion) n;
the art and technique of using words effectively to impart information or ideas.
conversation check list...
what precisely do I want out of the conversation? what does the other person want? if I don’t
know, what are they likely to want? what is the least I will accept out of the conversation?
what problems could come up in the conversation? how will I deal with each one, and if
possible, use the problem as a benefit for the other person? how will I bring the process
to a conclusion?

oh, where did it all start?

those Upper Paleolithics cracked it. the oldest known cave painting is that of the Chauvet
Cave, dating to around 30,000 BC.
from right understanding proceeds right thought;
from right thought proceeds right speech;
from right speech proceeds right action;

Buddha’s path to liberation

it all boils down to

• 7% what you say (i.e. words)
• 38% how you say it (i.e. volume, pitch, rhythm, etc.)
• 55% your body language (i.e. facial expressions, posture, etc.)
good communication is as stimulating as black coffee...
...and just as hard to sleep after.

social networking
facebook, twitter, linkedin, et al...

• there are more than 100 million active users currently accessing facebook through their
mobile devices.
• people spend over 500 billion minutes per month on facebook.
• twitter gets more than 300,000 new users every day.
• there are more than 600 million searches on twitter every day.
• there are more than 70 million linkedin users worldwide.
• 80% of companies use linkedin as a recruitment tool.
• a new member joins linkedin every second.

listening – the art of great communication

communication is really a two-way process - listening is as important as speaking in the
process...
I remind myself every morning: nothing I say this day will teach me anything. so if i’m going
to learn, I must do it by listening.
Larry King
we have two ears and one mouth so that we can listen twice as much as we speak.
Epictetus

six degrees of separation
six people away from everyone on the planet.

the theory is that anyone on the planet can be connected to any other person on the planet
through a chain of acquaintances that has no more than five intermediaries. the theory
was first proposed in 1929 by the hungarian writer Frigyes Karinthy in a short story called
‘chains’.
chances are, you don’t personally know any Australian policemen,
Estonian archival inspectors or Norwegian army veterinarians but
you could probably get in touch with one of these through a friend, a
friend of a friend, or a friend of your friend’s friend.

non-verbal behaviour

it’s not all about speech and words!
• those who make eye contact convey interest, concern, warmth and credibility.
• people who frequently smile are perceived as more likeable, warm and approachable.
smiling is contagious.
• leaning forward when communicating shows that you are approachable. speaking with
your back turned or looking at the floor or ceiling can communicate disinterest.
• look for signals of discomfort caused by invading other personal space such as rocking,
leg swinging, tapping and eye aversion.

pigeon post

in 1871 during the Franco-Prussian war when Paris was surrounded by Prussian troops,
hot air balloons were used to transport homing pigeons past enemy lines. microfilm images
were then taken of hundreds of messages, allowing letters to be carried back into Paris
by the pigeons from as far away as London. more than one million different messages
travelled this way during the four month siege.
fortunately, iris have postcards, podcasts, websites and all that stuff now so our pigeon loft
is sadly obsolete. be succinct... less is more.
the goal of communication is to convey a message and
create a response.
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